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N. B. : (1) Question No. one is compulsory.
(2) Answer any four out of the remaining six questions.

1. (a) WhYis the transportlayernot presentin.the network?
(b) Why is header checkrum requied in TCP ? .
(c) Which transport protocol.is used for real-time communication arid wh~'?
(d) Why does IPv6 allow fragmentation at the source only? .
(e) Where is complexity concentrated in a connection oriented network? Where is it concentrated in a

connectionlessnetwork? '. .

What is the difference between a physical address, a network address and a domair name.
Explain why is it useful for application flayerprograms to have "well-known" TCP port number?

Explain the use of the following IP utilities. .
(i) PING (ii) Traceroute (iii) ipconfig (iv) netstat

Also discuss the use of Telnet with standardTCP/IP services. .'

How Domain Name System maintains Resource Record in server databases. Explain the format of RR.

How is Flow control achieved in transport layer?
What is Exterior Gateway routing protocol? Explain one Exterior Gateway routing pr"tocol.

What is Fire wall ? Explain pacl~et filtering and application layer firewall.
Explainhowthe use of hierarchyenhancesscalabilityin the followingaspectsof Internet..

(i) Domain name system (ii) IP addressing. (iii) .oSPF routing (iv) Interdoman routing.. .
. 5. (a) A University has 150 LANs with 100 hosts in each LAN. .

(i) Suppose the University has one class Baddress. Design an appropriate subnet addressing scheme.
(ii) DesignanappropriateCIDRaddressingscheme. .

(b) .A TCP connection goes through a series of states duririg its lifetime. Explain with the help-of state transition
diagram. Explain clearly how client moves from SYN-8ENT to SYN-RECVD state. What is ':he significance
of TIME-WAIT state?' '. .

6. (a) Identify elements where OSPF and BGP are similar and elements where they differ. Explain the reasons
for similarity and difference. . . .

(b) Compare Distance Vector and Distance Vector M.ulticast algorithm. What is Mbone and how does IGMP
protocol works. .

7. (a) Compare H.323 and SIP.
(b) Explain RTP and RTCP in detail.
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